**IntelliFlex Wall Switch-Gen 3**

2 button, 1 channel—horizontal switch for 1 shade or 1 group of

2 button, 2 channel—sequencing switch for 2 shade or 2 groups of

3 button, 3 channel—sequencing switch for 3 shade or 3 groups of

3 button, 1 stop—vertical switch for 1 shade or 1 group of shades

4 button, 2 channel—horizontal switch for 2 shades or 2 groups of

4 button, 4 channel—sequencing switch for 4 shade or 4 groups of

4 button, 2 stop—vertical switch for 1 shade or 1 group of shades

5 button, 3 stop—vertical switch for 1 shade or 1 group of shades

5 button, 5 channel—sequencing switch for 5 shade or 5 groups of

6 button, 3 channel—horizontal switch for 3 shade or 3 groups of

6 button, 1 stop, 2 groups—vertical switch for 2 shade or 2 groups of

6 button, 4 stop—vertical switch for 1 shade or 1 group of shades

6 button, 6 channel—sequencing switch for 6 shade or 6 groups of

8 button, 8 channel—sequencing switch for 8 shade or 8 groups of

8 button, 4 channel—horizontal switch for 4 shade or 4 groups of shades

8 button, 2 stop, 2 groups—vertical switch for 2 shade or 2 groups of

5 button, 3 channel—horizontal switch for 5 shade or 5 groups of

6 button, 3 channel—horizontal switch for 3 shade or 3 groups of

6 button, 1 stop, 2 groups—vertical switch for 2 shade or 2 groups of

6 button, 4 stop—vertical switch for 1 shade or 1 group of shades

6 button, 6 channel—sequencing switch for 6 shade or 6 groups of

8 button, 8 channel—sequencing switch for 8 shade or 8 groups of

8 button, 4 channel—horizontal switch for 4 shade or 4 groups of shades

8 button, 2 stop, 2 groups—vertical switch for 2 shade or 2 groups of

10 button, 10 channel—sequencing switch for 10 shade or 10 groups of

10 button, 5 channel—horizontal switch for 5 shade or 5 groups of

10 button, 3 stop, 2 groups—vertical switch for 2 shade or 2 groups of

12 button, 12 channel—sequencing switch for 12 shade or 12 groups of

12 button, 6 channel—horizontal switch for 6 shade or 6 groups of

12 button, 4 stop, 2 groups—vertical switch for 2 shade or 2 groups of

12 button, 6 channel—horizontal switch for 6 shade or 6 groups of

12 button, 4 stop, 2 groups—vertical switch for 2 shade or 2 groups of

* May not be used with SGC1 or SGC4. Presets are not available for these controllers.

Please Enter Appropriate Information:

Switch: __________________ How Many? __________

Switch: __________________ How Many? __________

Switch: __________________ How Many? __________

Switch: __________________ How Many? __________

---

**PROJECT:**

---

**ARCHITECT:**

---

**CONTRACTOR:**

---

**SUPPLIER:**

---

**DATE:** ____________ **REVISED:** ____________
Please Note: Wire colors referenced are from a recommended CAT5. Configuration C has two CAT5 lines connected on the back to two DCI units. The line number is indicated after the color.